Minimize your environmental impact

Are you interested in vertical farming, beekeeping, animal science, or hydroponics? In this program, you can put scientific principles to work and gain hands-on experience from industry professionals in topics ranging from urban farming to animal husbandry.

Collin College’s Urban Sustainable Agriculture Program

This program will challenge you to create solutions with local, healthy, safe, agricultural products. You will get a behind-the-scenes understanding of the farm-to-table concept of sustainable agriculture and develop the skills you need to transfer to a university or apply your knowledge locally.

Why Collin College?

• This is the only solely dedicated Urban Sustainable Agriculture program in North Texas
• Small class size
• Hands-on training
• Professors who are industry professionals and experts in the field

Career Options

• Hydroponic/aquaponic grow systems
• Greenhouse crop production, design, and management
• Urban and small farms
• Equipment sales and marketing
• Produce sales and marketing
• Food science technician/inspector
• Texas or USDA inspectors
• Farm management
• Precision agriculture technician

Collin College is an equal opportunity institution and provides educational and employment opportunities without discrimination on any basis protected by applicable law.
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